Chippewa Valley Schools
Sex Ed Advisory Board
October 22 2019
Minutes

**Members Present:** Christina Noelle, Kendra Happy, Dan Bohannon, Stephanie Lange, Johnny Chen, Karen Ulmer, Kherre Kwolek, Paulette Bagnall, Walt Demaris, Renai Edwards-Malayil, Nicholas Malburg, Clare Kapral,, Katie Kraemer, Kellie Roskey, Megan Gleason, Sandra LoGrasso. Sarah Thompson,

**Guest:** Marina Licari, a district parent that forgot to sign in

1. **Welcome** everyone introduced themselves and we met some new members
2. **Review minutes from last meeting - approved**
3. **Principal Meetings Update – Lange/Licari – ACTION step –** ask M Licari to help us create a list of all district staff that teach elementary HIV/Maturation lessons for each building
5. **Special Education Update – Kendra Happy – ACTION step to find out what elementary CLP students are being taught around maturation/HIV**
6. **Upcoming parent/community classes – Just Around the Corner date being moved due to surgery for Lange, It’s That Easy is coming up – fliers available**
7. **Community Survey – Reviewed it on line – had over 600 responses already – looked at some of the comments**
8. **2019 – 2020 Work Plan review – was approved but adding CLP classroom lessons and pre/post test for HS to be revamped**
9. **STD update from Health Dept – stats through September**
10. **Upcoming meeting schedule – meeting dates for the rest of the year were announced-Jan 14, April 21 Reviewed the board report January 14 and April 21**
11. **Issues from the field – Trauma Informed Sex Ed training coming in January, - discussed the new law and how bc of it the school board changed a policy that talked about abortion and finings teachers if they did. Gretchen Whitmore amended the law to now say - Teachers cannot assist a student in getting an abortion. The new policy will be amended and HR will send that info out to the teachers.**
12. **8:14 meeting is adjourned.**